


A gorgeous collection of MASURA magnetic nail polishes allows 
you to create a unique design of Precious Stones in seconds.
Deep saturated colors, sparkling overflows and unlimited space 
for creativity - all this you will find in the wonderful MASURA 
collection!
Use a white or black base to create «Gemstones» on your nails!

There are 33 nail polishes in this collection. 
11 ml and 3.5 ml



The unique effect of gradient spreading of magnetic pigment 
creates two textures on the nail: an opaque magnetic overflow 
and a deep glass jelly, in which ... like a myriad of stars floats 
holographic particles, that shine and amaze you with their 
magnificence!

There are 18 nail polishes in this collection. 
11 ml and 3.5 ml



«7 Wonders of the World» Collection includes seven shades, created 
on the basis of a golden magnetic shimmer.  Nail polishes have high 
gloss, which allows you to use them without applying topcoat.

There are 7 nail polishes in this collection.
11 ml and 3.5 ml



Rays of the sun are falling to the bottom of the sea and lighting 
brightly the sand, corals, and flocks of fish. Flickering glare 
fascinates you. Feel the joy of submerging yourself in a unique 
world full of hidden miracles. Each nail polish of the new 
collection will surprise you with the transition of colors and filling.
Nine colors that reveal in a new way the beauty 
of simple things.

There are 9 nail polishes in this collection.
11 ml and 3.5 ml



The fleur effect is reflected in the black depth of the MASURA 
magnetic nail polishes.
Like a haze of silk fabric, like a light veil, a bright magnetic flare 
rises and leaves behind a mysterious fleur of silvery radiance.
Magnetic Fleur has a rich color and doesn’t require an additional 
black base!

There are 7 nail polishes in this collection. 
11 ml and 3.5 ml



A special feature of the collection is the multi-colored 
mica, which contrasts with the base color. «Wings of 
Phoenix», «Grace`s Love», «Mountain Elf`s Lake» — seven 
fabulous shades with flickering inclusions from the very 
depth of the magnetic glare!

There are 7 nail polishes in this collection. 
11 ml and 3.5 ml



Inspired by the beauty of nature and the energy of Chinese garden art. 
We see beautiful pavilions facing fresh ponds, we enjoy shiny dance of 
red koi, we notice charming mandarin ducks’ floating by. We step into 
more and more gorgeous landscapes through the moon gates. We are 
surrounded by blossoming trees and glazed roofs. Now we have time to 
adore the nature, to remember his kiss, or to dream about the positive 
future. We feel the energy. Let’s throw a lucky coin!

There are 9 nail polishes in this collection. 
11 ml and 3.5 ml 



904-107
Obsidian

904-108
White Quartz

904-109
 Cat’s Eye

904-110
Tiger’s Eye

904-111
Goldstone

904-112
Amethyst of Love

904-114
Lazurite of Fortune

904-115
Shining Garnet



904-116
Charming Charoite

904-117
Rough Diamond

904-118
Perfect Emerald

904-119
Sapphire of Heaven

904-120
Ruby Temptation

904-121
Precious Gem

904-167
Mysterious Ametrine

904-168
Magic Citrine



904-169
Lilac Angelite

904-170
Rhodonite of Success

904-171
Mountain Azurite

904-172
Tourmaline of Passion

904-173
Smoky Quartz

904-174
Stellar Aquamarine

904-176
Oliva Branch

904-177
Indian Night



904-178
Emerald Sari

904-179
Moire Antique

904-181
Organza and Cashmere

904-182
Mehendi

904-183
Between Two Rivers

904-184
Kashmiri Chili

904-185
Mint and Bazil

904-186
Saffron



904-188
Silk Haze

904-189
Condiments and Spices

904-190
Cobalt Damassè

904-191
Galaxy Collisions

904-192
The Red Square Nebula

904-193
Magellanic Clouds

904-194
Andromeda’s Nebula

904-195
The Universe



904-196
Blue Stars

904-197
The Diamond Planet

904-198
The Pillars of Creation

904-199
Supernovae

904-200
Solar Corona

904-201
Zeus on Golden Cloud

904-202
Sky Gardens

904-203
Artemida’s Heart



904-204
The Pyramid of Cheops

904-205
The Colossus Steps

904-206
Halicarnassus

904-207
Lighthouse Golden Beam

904-208
Sunrise Together

904-209
Under Blooming Sakura

904-211
Ocean Pearl

904-210
Paradise



904-212
In Rose Petals

904-214
3 Wishes

904-216
Emerald Cat

904-213
Evening Before the 

Fireplace

904-215
Under Night Veil

904-217
Narcissе

904-218
Gold Chrysanthemum

904-219
Bambou



904-220
Plum in Winter

904-221
Lotus in My Pond

904-222
Wind of Orchids

904-223
Fleur-de-Lis

904-224
Pluto

904-225
The Red Planet

904-226
Magnetosphere

904-227
The Cat’s Eye Nebula



904-228
Exoplanets

904-229
Sputnik

904-230
Two Moons of Saturn

904-231
Asteroid Debris

904-232
Pink Butterflies

904-233
Fairy Flying

904-234
Fantasy Wood

904-235
Mountain Elfs` Lake



904-236
Grace’s Love

904-237
Wings of Phoenix

904-238
Jade Dragon

904-239
Unicorn’s Golden Horn

904-240
A Blossoming Tree

904-241
Sniny Koi

904-242
Mandarin Duck

904-243
A Kiss in the Tea House



904-113
Magnet

904-244
Moon Gate

904-245
The Pond of Luck

904-246
Golden Bridge

904-247
Blooming Lotus



Simple steps with a magnet

For darkening the lateral side of the nail 
and making a light shading of the color 
along the nail place the flat side of the 

magnet near the side of the nail. Hold the 
magnet 1 centimeter away from the nail 

plate for 5 seconds.



If you place the rib of the magnet near the 
nail, the zone under it will brighten. Place 
the rib of the magnet near the nail. Hold 

the magnet 1 centimeter away from the nail 
plate for 5 seconds.



Place the flat side of the magnet near the 
base of the nail. The nail polish will change 

its color in the zone of cuticle. With the help 
of this method, you can mace a beautiful 

gradient with lightened zone in the base of 
the nail. Hold the magnet 1 centimeter away 

from the nail plate for 5 seconds.



Cover the corner of the nail in the cuticle 
zone with the broad side of the magnet. 

Nail polish under the magnet changes its 
color, it becomes richer and darker. Hold 

the magnet 1 centimeter away from the nail 
plate for 5 seconds.



If you want to lighten the corner of the nail, 
place the rib of the magnet near the nail 

for making a light line. Hold the magnet 1 
centimeter away from the nail plate for 5 

seconds.



MASURA

+7 495 626-42-02
8 800 505-41-05
www.masura.ru

www.masura.com
victoria@masura.ru


